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File ingest, Preview of asset les 

Detect pictures, audio and
video les

Assets editing

Manage your assets  efficiently now!
 D.Asset brings your assets to life!

With D.Asset you can increase efficiency and
save time and money within your organization.

 It's a standalone application that scans
and tracks „watch folders“.
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Increase efficiency

With our powerful search engine, you can easily nd any asset 
that you require. Choose a category and a subfolder,
type of asset(video, audio, still, commercial, program, bad les) 
and period of time for which you want to do the search. 

 You can search all assets or more precisely dene time period 
by choosing les from today, yesterday, last three days or last week.

By creating virtual folders, you can have an easy way of making By creating virtual folders, you can have an easy way of making 
your own categories, for example, different music genres, 
short or long video les or the list of most frequently
used les(like commercials etc.).
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Creating metadata

Put description of your asset, that is too long for the title,
in a metadata. Help end users to quickly nd the right asset by 
creating searchable metadata.

 It’s sometimes hard, after a while, to remember the name of an 
audio or a video le which was used in a story and can be used again.

Creating metadata helps you provide more information
 about a le that can be associated with it and thus save you  about a le that can be associated with it and thus save you 
the trouble of spending great amounts of time searching.
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Scanning assets

D.Asset uses watch folder mechanism - automatic archival
of folder content. It automatically scans your predened 
MEDIA folder for assets. That means that all les which are to be
found must be placed in predened folder, otherwise they
will not be visible while scanning.

All your assets that are not located in predened folder can 
also be visible in the scanning process, but in that case you mustalso be visible in the scanning process, but in that case you must
specify a path to le located elsewhere 
and put it in a predened folder.

Scan your assets manually 

If for some reason you cannot nd a specic le, there is a manual 
scan button. You can also set a  time to scan every couple of minutes,
hours or that a scan is performed as many times a day as you need it.
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Quality check

It is important to ensure the quality of data during its collection.
Check the quality of your assets before you use them to make a story. 

You can control does your asset have the required video
bitrate, audio bitrate, horizontal and vertical resolution, 
loudness, duration etc.

While setting this, you can also check one of the two
options – W or D. W stands for Warning and this means thatoptions – W or D. W stands for Warning and this means that
your asset, even though it did not pass quality control, can be 
used in a story. D stands for Deny and this means that the asset 
that did not pass the quality control cannot be used until 
it is adjusted, if possible. 
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Preview and edit your assets

Having an option for a quick preview of a specic le is a great
advantage of D.Asset. This way, you can see does your asset need
editing, before you use it to create a story.

If you only want to play certain parts of a le, you can also
register specic trimmed sections.

In D.Asset, it is possible to do various types of content editing,
from the change of name of the asset, authors, metadata,from the change of name of the asset, authors, metadata,
graphic elements which will be broadcasted along 
with the asset etc.

 D.Asset has an automatic proxy generation, for space saving.
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D.Asset has a easy-to-use interface. All the controls are placed 
in such a way that users can easily understand its use, navigate 
the system and do the task he/she needs with minimal efforts. 

D.Asset’s design is familiar with our other software 
designs(D.Live, D.Play etc.) so that users can easily switch 
between our software without the need for 
adjusting to the next one.adjusting to the next one.

Interface
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System requirements:

Windows 7 or Windows 10 OS(32 or 64 bits)
Intel® CoreTM  i3 Processor or better
2 BG RAM

Supported formats:

Video formats    Image formats    Audio formats
.mov      .bmp         .waw.mov      .bmp         .waw
.avi       .png         .mp3 
.mpeg     .jpg 
.mp4      .tga 
.mxf      .jpeg 
.mts                       .pdf
.v
.gxf .gxf 

System requirements and specications 
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About us

Our clients and we think alike. We use our solutions on a daily
basis and we nd ways to simplify the job and to make sure
that, at the end of a day, the outcome of the work of all
employees in television is better.
 

We are in constant contact with customers and based on
their demands, we constantly innovate. Having a year to yeartheir demands, we constantly innovate. Having a year to year
growth and learning together with our customers from
all around the world is a personal pleasure.
 

We accept their proposals, adapt to their concept and we love
the challenges. We are ready to customize our solutions to the
specic needs of each of our customers.
  

Teamwork is one of the main forces of our organization
and that is why our solutions tend to be a result of
collaboration and synergy.
 

Today, Dovecher.tv is recognized as the only domestic,
100% Serbian brand and company that produces complete
software solutions for the automation of large, but also software solutions for the automation of large, but also 
medium-sized television stations. 
 

Our solutions increase efficiency in work, reduce the cost
of program production, increase earnings and minimize 
the risk of broadcasting errors. All our individual solutions can
work completely independently, but also as a single entity,
which in this case results in a drastic increase in efficiency.which in this case results in a drastic increase in efficiency.
 

We provide our clients with 24/7/365 direct support
through all communication channels.

+381 606 22 11 48 
office@dovecher.tv
http://dovecher.tv
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